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Nobody heard him, the dead man,
But still he lay moaning:
I was much further out than you thought
And not waving but drowning.

  —Stevie Smith
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THE END OF SOMETHING (Maybe Love)

Available for mourning? The outpouring doesn’t have to be 
genuine—not in the least. It can be an act, a very bad act. Inadequate 
mourners may be precisely what this expiration deserves. It’s a min-
imal drain on your time and no drain whatsoever on your emotions, 
guaranteed. Little passion to revel in, little if any fineness of feeling 
to applaud. (Niggardliness is a theme throughout.) You won’t cry; you 
won’t be moved. How could you be by a love/lust/attraction flicker that 
burned its brightest (and one-sidedly) during twenty minutes of June? 
By August—ash. Heart palpitations, mental machinations and sulky 
grievances occur (can’t be helped) and (apologies) a few sketchy details 
and oversimplified conclusions. But I’ll be as niggardly as possible 
with the whys and wherefores. This is an obituary, after all, not an epic. 
Maybe not even a romance.

Ready then? Excellent.
Conjure a resort town in summer. Lots of sunny days followed by 

lots of balmy nights. Big, showy, silvery moons, striped lighthouses, 
sandy shores, sparkling waters, sailing ships. Enchanting, no?

Scene 1: The meeting. (The background is nine-tenths tedious; no 
need to linger in that morass.) The principals: Edward, a desk clerk 
at one of the town’s ritzier, mahogany-studded hotels; Sara, waitress 
by day, on-call baby-sitter by night, just this moment back from es-
corting seven urchins to a cartoon fest while their bibbed parents ate 
lobster and guzzled booze with nary a milk mustache in sight. Young, 
unencumbered Sara and Edward come to you without mortgages or 
toppling-off-cliff dreams. Their most pressing concern is an enviable 
tan, and toward that goal they’ve made an admirable start. Would you 
honestly prefer a memorial to two of those desperate, beleaguered 
parents sucking the sauce?

Very well then.
Because Edward came on duty between the urchin pick-up and 

drop-off, it is Edward Sara approaches for payment, Edward with whom 
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the parents (less drunk than they would become) left an envelope of 
cash. She is walking, a regular walk, from the sea-scented street through 
the potpourried hotel lobby, thinking vaguely of black-feathered Daffy 
Duck, rounding the corner when, just like that, walking becomes an 
extraordinarily complicated maneuver, more than her body can manage. 
She sways, stops, catches hold of a convenient post, stares because 
another sort of desire has shunted aside the desire for cash. 

Set your stopwatches. The twenty minutes start here.
Tingling and twitching, she makes it to the mahogany counter, loops 

her hair behind her ears, cocks her head, the air thick with NOTICE 
ME pleas. Eventually, snootily, Edward obliges, asking in a tone that 
assumes he can’t possibly: 

“May I help you?”
Sara struggles to explain, twice resisting the urge to reach out and 

stroke those black and busy knuckle hairs. 
Attraction is relative—please don’t fight me on that. What’s charm-

ing to you or me may not charm Sara and vice versa. We all have our 
histories, our points of comparison with which to rate the good, bad 
or indifferent future. Sara’s comparison points are confined entirely 
to sun-scorched, orange and yellow-haired, squarish surfer boys, and 
Edward is olive, tip to toe, sleekly black-haired, whippet thin and attired 
at the moment of introduction in suit and tie. That’s the most, the very 
most, you need to know.

What ruins this juicy mood? Commerce, plain and simple. To stall, 
to linger in that olivey presence, Sara rips into her pay packet, counts, 
recounts and bleats: 

“What the shit? Where’s the rest?”
She’s been stiffed by the parents, pre- or post-drunk, deliberately 

or because liquored-up and fastidious are contrapuntal states of mind. 
Or maybe she’s been stiffed by a sticky-fingered desk clerk.

Save yourself the trouble of following Sara down that ill-marked 
and wrongly-taken trail. Edward’s no thief—of cash. But it is a sticky 
word, isn’t it? Thief, thief, thief. It’s got the grip of flypaper. No matter 
how hard you try, from this point forward, it will be difficult to disas-
sociate Edward from its adhesive taint. Such is the power of unjustified 
suspicions, such the upshot of random occlusions of thought and act. 
Such is life.

But Edward does not wax philosophical, cannot; he’s highly insult-
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ed. Even if Sara fails to question his honesty outright, her narrowed lids 
imply his complicity in malfeasance. Oliveness gives way to a violent 
flush. Whenever agitated, irritated or directly confronted, Edward 
blushes deeply. Because he cannot control the reaction, naturally he 
despises it. But there it is. Not involved, not responsible, not my fault, 
not, not, not, he spews, a revealing string of negatives. Early evidence, 
if one were searching, of a niggardly spirit. 

Sara withdraws (olive suffused with red doesn’t detain). She’s been 
gypped—whether or not Edward contributed—but she’ll live. She’s 
young; it’s summer and not even midnight. At midnight, “everyone” 
congregates at The Foghorn, a bar on the funkier side of town—or so 
she’s told by a fawning bellhop on his smoke break.

“You should show,” he calls after her into the night. “You should.”
When she does, recovered from the gyp and its cruelty, assuming 

“everyone” includes a certain bewitching desk clerk, she peers into 
the smoke-rimmed crowd of ratty sweaters and kneeless jeans, hard 
pressed for several blinks to locate either bellhops or desk clerks in their 
after-hour-wear. Since her own people would hold material together 
with their teeth before parading a hole, bum fashion is an adjustment 
for Sara, but she adjusts swiftly, acutely aware that she’s nowhere near 
home; she’s at The Foghorn. 

Worried about Edward? He’s there too, in ratty sweater and kneeless 
jeans, twisted sideways in his chair, brailling his beer mug, ignoring 
the slam/bam of barroom antics, his mind and gaze trained elsewhere, 
the clever bastard.

“Another beer?” the bellhop screams jocularly in Sara’s ear, but 
Sara, alas, wants only the seductively remote Edward. Even on a surf-
board, she senses, he’d never whoop, only brood on the dark mysteries 
of the sea, the dialectic of wave and sand, as he skimmed inexorably 
toward shore. 

The following morning, a Sunday, brilliant with sunlight, they meet 
again by luck or mishap, depending on your sympathies. Edward’s 
sitting on the docks, reading serious news from a serious newspaper. 
Sara’s on the stroll. She tries hi, you may not remember me. She tries 
discoursing on the amazing heft of the circling gulls and receives in 
turn a sneer. 

“Compared to what?”
The newspaper never dips.
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Abuse-prone but no glutton and tiring of the troll treatment (high 
time, you might think), Sara sighs in homage to a lost cause, moves 
along, and in that move-along, let’s be frank, the greatest part of their 
possibility expires. Revisionist, face-saving history is already at work. 
Spurn me once, pity you; spurn me twice, pity me. Fairy-tale style, she 
glances back one final time at his brown knees, reconstructing the face 
behind headlines, deciding: cute, but not the cutest, her flesh nicked 
not cored by Cupid’s arrow. It’s summer; she’s young; she’s got other 
opportunities, and she walks.

SHE walks.
Quick. Which is more perverse: love or humans?
Now Edward is intrigued.
Heat evoking coolness, coolness evoking heat. Don’t expend unnec-

essary energy pondering Edward’s turnabout. Accept that he turns, she 
relents and thus begins their stretch of certified coupledom. Together 
they braille beer mugs, squint at newsprint and strain to look moody 
on a paradisiacal beach. Are they in love? They’re “involved.” They 
share sheets. But then (you expected smooth sailing?) the other she, the 
former she, arrives: Edward’s summer-before girlfriend. He recognizes 
her sashaying along the harbor, a Botticelli ideal, at once luscious and 
delicate, shrouded in masses of tumbling red curls (nowhere near ol-
ive, I’m saying). He’s in his Jeep, Sara alongside, and the moment he 
recognizes the vision he skids the wrong way down a one-way street. 
Sara, poor ignorant dupe, assumes the traffic blunder incites his blush.

Not that she yearns for knowledge. She’s quite pleased with blissful 
ignorance, the lolling, lounging, unperturbed rhythms of summer, vastly 
prefers stupidity to the enlightenment provided by the bellhop. Prelude: 
“I think you should know what’s REALLY happening.” Really—such 
an overused, misused, congenitally inept word. But ballsy, that screamy 
tattle, considering Edward beers and broods a scant chair away.

As each word escapes the bellhop’s foamy lips, Sara tries valiantly 
to forget it, not quite up to that magician’s feat. To know is, in some 
fashion, to act, and so that very night she takes a gamble, revealing her 
knowledge of Isabella the dumper, Edward’s role as dumpee. As they 
sit—not lie—on the cramped, hotel-supplied bunk bed, she encourages 
the Edward who eats, sleeps, desk-clerks and screws but never talks to 
vent. A statistically-sound strategy, that gamble; nevertheless, it goes 
awry. For hours, the nonconfider sobs, whines and wails his despair. 
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Who knew he’d burst like rotten fruit on the topic of Isabella?
Don’t get overly invested in Isabella. She’s on her way out. For two 

weeks, while Edward pines, she thoroughly enjoys her vacation and 
at its end returns to wherever she came from without seeing, sleeping 
or otherwise communicating with the despondent Eddy. She scarcely 
remembers his name, although she finds the bellhop “precious.”

But I drift.
Back to burst fruit. Messy. Leaves a stain. Sara’s reward for lost 

sleep is pretty much lost sleep, not gratitude, not Isabella amnesia on 
her part or Edward’s. It’s harder now, Sara discovers, to be blinded by 
sheer oliveness, and after the marathon monologue the brooder fantasy 
is pretty much shot. 

Stop, you say? Return to that cramped bunk bed. You’re curious. 
Incipiently annoyed. What about forgiveness? What about renewal? 
What, what, what about HEART? None to be found here. If experiencing 
identification-induced misery, you should consult your own love arc. 
Edward and Sara aren’t the stuff of tragedy or even stirring romance. 
I thought I made that plain.

Bellhops with waitresses, waiters with chambermaids, receptionists 
with lifeguards and every mix and match in between: we’re gliding to-
ward that phase of summer when the coupling sorts itself out. The sun 
comes up, the sun goes down, the moon appears and disappears. And 
in all phases of darkness and light there’s sex. Plenty of sex. 

“Having sex” is the phrase Edward prefers, contemptuous of all 
other flowery, euphemistic descriptions. Quite possibly you agree. It is 
sex, they’re having it, why call it anything else? Sara slips only once, 
eager to “make love.”

“I can’t believe I heard what I just heard,” Edward retorts.
He doesn’t hear it again, and yet, and yet, why so exercised about 

that semantic boxing, why so hysterically insistent? And why does Sara 
now remember, so inconveniently, a love reference among the Isabella 
dribble and, remembering, conclude that, even for a summer thing, this 
thing with Edward disappoints?

Memory can be a blessing or a curse—a flip of the coin.
Did semantics alone cause Sara to sleep with someone else? I 

couldn’t possibly say. But sleep with someone else she most definitely 
does.

Aha! you’re thinking. The bellhop! 
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No. 
Despite his bulldog tenacity, despite his seizing on any and every 

opportunity to denigrate the desk clerk (better paid than he), the bell-
hop isn’t Edward’s follow-up. Edward’s follow-up is and shall remain 
nameless, a whole other history/viewpoint/set of quirks and faults to 
explore and we just don’t have the time. His sole contribution here is 
discretion, absolute discretion. Sara, too, turns wily. Only one of her 
fellow waitresses suspects the duplicity, and it’s a gut hunch, nothing 
definitive.

She won’t get away with it. Can’t. Doesn’t want to, you’re assum-
ing. I make no judgment, only pass along these interesting anomalies. 
Twice in a row she fails to show for Edward dates, begins to count rust 
spots on the bunk bed even while “having sex” and no longer appears 
so monumentally intrigued by earth tones. We won’t tarry here. The 
anticlimactic climax is at hand. 

From one morning to the next the sun switches from glint and glare 
to subtle gold, rich and honey-toned. Suddenly those ratty sweaters 
require t-shirts underneath. Suddenly it’s late August. Weather changes, 
Sara changes and Edward begins to sense a certain conspiracy at work 
against him.

Forget the bellhop! He’s not the informer, much as he longs to be. 
Bribed (another story, another time), he keeps his mouth shut, even 
though that mouth twists with malicious satisfaction. How Edward 
finds out is filler. He finds out; he knows. Enough said. 

Picture: a wide dining room featuring water views on three sides, 
a few diners in turtlenecks, waitresses still bare-armed (hotel policy). 
Yards of white linen draped and folded on tables, in laps. A crotchety, 
hypersensitive chef in the kitchen, and his persevering wife, the host-
ess, resolutely directing the traffic of arrivals and reservations. They’re 
Swiss; they find Americans abominably lazy. In concert or individually, 
they’re easy to irk, hard to please. The fare-thee-well of several hot-shot 
waitresses gives Sara, this night, her first crack at the dinner shift. She’s 
a touch nervous, aware that guests, while tolerating a certain amount 
of clumsiness in scrambled egg and club sandwich deliveries, expect 
their bouillabaisse to be served with efficient flair. Since the hostess 
hasn’t seen Sara keep twenty diners simultaneously happy, on principle 
she suspects incompetence and that radar signal increases Sara’s jitters. 

Our Sara, in short, is preoccupied with projects other than Edward, 
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yet in he storms, snatching her and her water pitcher from behind, drag-
ging both onto the verandah past the hostess’s feeble objection, arm 
outstretched, ear committed to the receiver and its peevish transmission: 
“Do you or don’t you have a table for nine at eight?”

On that moon-drenched, wisteria-hung verandah, Edward forks 
his hair, paces, blushes violently. His clogs pound up and down, up 
and down, and, bound by the laws of physics, the pitcher’s ice cubes 
bounce and tinkle from that vibration. A distracted Sara hopes for a 
quick blow-up, a quick return to her tables, but as yet, amazingly, she 
fails to equate Edward with a second threat to her cash flow. 

Why, why, why, why, why? he shrieks, a catch in his voice—but 
merely a catch, nothing close to an Isabella-ish sob.

The hostess, off the phone, at the door, warns Sara her “tables are 
waiting,” a rebuke that sounds far more ominous in Swiss/English.

“Fuck her tables!” Edward snarls, and for half a second, Sara 
frowns, almost in touch with that lost income conclusion.

Wildly affronted—the fucking vulgarity of fucking Americans!—
the hostess spins on her heel and beelines toward the kitchen. Once there, 
no doubt, she will inform her volatile husband of Sara’s dereliction of 
duty and he, in retaliation, will sabotage her orders for the rest of the 
evening. Effective this moment, the waitress on the verandah can kiss 
her tips good-bye.

How could you? How could you? How could you? Edward yelps. A 
lighthouse beam slashes him across the neck. A distant fog horn moans. 
He thought she LOVED him, LOVED him, LOVED him. Doesn’t she 
LOVE him?

That word at last. If only it sounded more startling, less misplaced.
The pitcher in Sara’s hands drips. The lighthouse light revolves. 

Inside, ignored diners crane in every direction, accosting any waitress 
who ventures too near. The awkward present ticks into the past, the 
gone, the barely conceivable.

“Sorry,” Sara says to Edward, extending it, mentally, to the hostess, 
the chef and the hungry of her station, shivering not from sentiment but 
from cold—waitress uniforms are made for kitchens, heat and scurrying 
and she is standing stock still, icy water in her hands. 

“Sorry?” Edward stammers. “Sorry?”
Squinting hard at her inquisitor, she tries mightily to recollect his 

former poise, his former appeal, but dead is dead except, perhaps, in 
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Easter pageants, and Sara’s love/lust/attraction flicker has run its course. 
All right, yes. That laughter bubbling from the bushes belongs to 

the bellhop, long invested in Sara and Edward’s demise. Feel free to 
join in. Rejoice, unite. Tramp the dirt down.
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